
ABOUT THE PLAY

The Shape of Girl is a retrospective account of Braidie, a girl who 

struggles to come to terms with bullying and violence that occurred 

in her past. Joan MacLeod was inspired by the horrific incident that 

happened in 1997 – the violent murder of Reena Virk by her peers.

Braidie is a bystander who reflects upon the treatment of a bullied 

friend. She observes the power dynamics between friends from 

a young age and sees the gradually intensifying hostility leading 

to violence. Braidie discovers how detrimental bullying is to the 

victim and examines her own actions and the actions of others who 

participate in cycles of violence.

Why do we want power over others?

Do we have to hurt others to get it?

Does one person have to fall in order for another to succeed?

What can we do to eradicate dangerous power dynamics that lead to 

devastating outcomes?

Why do we find pleasure in the pain of others?

Are we lacking empathy? If so, how do we develop it?

(from Theatre for Young People study guide)

Windsor Theatre Company hopes you enjoy their interpretation  

of The Shape of a Girl, originally written for one performer.  

The show runs 80 minutes without intermission.

Directed by Marjorie Dunn

Windsor Theatre Company presents

by Joan MacLeod

Windsor Secondary School 
Monday April 29 – Friday May 3  

Presentation House Theatre 
Wednesday May 8, 2019

Lyndsey Britten is a local choreographer, performer, and instructor. 

She teaches and choreographs all over Vancouver - most notably as 

the resident choreographer for Gleneagle Secondary since 2010. She 

recently won a CTC Award for her choreography for Cabaret (Tomo 

Suru Players) and was nominated as Outstanding Newcomer for 

the 2018 Ovation Awards. Both as a choreographer and performer, 

Lyndsey has worked with companies including TUTS, Gateway, Patrick 

Street Productions, Studio58, RCMT, Metro Theatre, Chemainus Theatre 

Festival, and UBC. Currently, Lyndsey is Assistant Director + Assistant 

Choreographer for Newsies with Theatre Under the Stars. She has 

enjoyed her time collaborating and exploring with Marjorie and her 

lovely students at Windsor Secondary.

Bill Howorth currently holds the position of Technical Director on the 

Executive of both the North Vancouver Community Players and the 

Deep Cove Stage Society. His main interests are in the design and 

programming of theatrical lighting and the training of future lighting 

programmers and operators. He has recently returned from London 

England where he was treated to six different technical tours of mainly 

large theatres in the west end of London. He is a member of two 

professional associations in Canada and the United States.

Aaron Friend Lettner’s primary interest is light, which he studies 

through photography. He has made books, exhibitions, and 

installations. Because of his background in theatre there are often 

performative elements at play in the presentation of his work.  

These involve ideas of reciprocity and the power of gifts. Aaron also 

paints houses.

Nico Woodward is a recycled material artist, specializing in reusing and 

up-cycling a range of materials that would otherwise be destined for 

the dump, or overlooked as inferior building products. He subscribes to 

the ethos that he doesn’t see trash, only art that hasn’t been built yet. 

Nico has worked in four countries, producing artwork both solo, as well 

as in collaboration with other folks. His favorite materials are shipping 

pallets, demolition timber, and bamboo, but has also worked with 

driftwood, plywood, and plastic. His artworks have been produced on a 

range of scales, some up to ten metres tall. He loves making interactive 

art, especially climbable pieces that allow for tactile interaction.

(instagram@nico.woodward)

The Shape of a Girl was originally produced by Alberta Theatre 

Projects (Calgary), a co-production with Green Thumb (Vancouver),  

as part of the PanCanadian Playrites Festival, 2001.

The Shape of a Girl is staged by arrangement with Pam Winter, GGA, 

www.ggagency.ca.



BEHIND THE SCENES

Set Design and Installation Nico Howard

 Aaron Friend Lettner

Set Concept Marjorie Dunn

Lighting Design Bill Howorth

Lighting Operator Alex Couvell

Stage Manager Chloe Di Salle

Stage Crew Brigid Patterson

 Alec Stevenson

Sound Operator Chloe Di Salle

Costumes and Makeup Windsor Theatre Company

Print Design and Layout Ernest Stelzer

Ticket Sales and Promotion Nancy Deminger

 Gail Sokalski

Many thanks to the following students who helped out  

behind the scenes: Ben Johansen, Gordon Knifton and 

Tyler Ramsay

Special thanks to Mr. Minn and Ms. Thomas for their love 

and support.

TILLICUM BRIDGE

 On the underside of Tillicum
I turn my back to the water

  lace fingers through chain-link
   to look at stone

 where they found
 
  fire-altered rock, ash and charcoal …
   shell remains from oysters,
    mussels, clams and crabs …

 (a fence around natural stone
    as though stone might turn feral)

Four thousand years old

… the bones of fish, deer and seals …
  fragments left
        from the making of stone tools …

 Middens, tells, the archaeologist said

        (tell, a word from Arabic, from Hebrew

  a site that holds evidence
      of successive human occupation

to untell, to uncover the layers
 of this evidence

       to retell, to try to restore the site
          to its original state)

… herring, salmon, a variety of birds …

 Each site an event
     destroyed by the process
          through which we read it

 broken strata
            ruined interrelation of artifacts

       site loss

Still we read
        red, oxidized earth
        scorched rock, fire-cracked rock

           the wrecking-ball wisdom of archaeology

things can only be uncovered
           once

Monday April 29 

Wednesday May 1 

Friday May 3

Braidie at 15 Hannah Kloyber

Braidie at 12 Sam Johnson

Braidie at 8 Emma Rowlands

Tableaux

Mom Ivana Trujeque Moro

Braidie with  

Mom & Friends Alex Paul

Adrienne Alice Battista

Sophie Avery Patterson

Amber Camille Mantilla

Jackie Miranda Whitehead

Masked Girls Alex Paul

 Alice Battista

 Avery Patterson

 Camille Mantilla

 Miranda Whitehead

Tuesday April 30 

Thursday May 2 

Wednesday May 8 (Presentation House)

Braidie at 15 Ana Mohammad Zadeh

Braidie at 12 Alex Paul

Braidie at 8 Avery Patterson

Tableaux

Mom Ivana Trujeque Moro

Braidie with  

Mom & Friends Sam Johnson

Adrienne Alice Battista 

Sophie Emma Rowlands

Amber Camille Mantilla

Jackie Miranda Whitehead

Masked Girls Sam Johnson

 Alice Battista

 Emma Rowlands

 Camille Mantilla

 Miranda Whitehead

ON THE BOARDS

(from Tell: poems for a girlhood by Soraya Peerbaye)


